
O�ce 365
Phishing Protection Tips



Customize the O�ce 365 Logon Portal
Customizing your Office 365 portal can prevent phishing campaigns that spoof the 
default Microsoft login page.

Monitor Phishing and SPAM Attacks in
O�ce 365
Just because your users are not seeing phishing emails does not mean they aren’t 
targeted. Reviewing what has been blocked can provide valuable insight into your 
environment. This will allow you to adjust and prevent more malicious emails from 
getting to your users.
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Deploy Multi Factor Authentication (MFA)
With MFA, even if an account credential gets compromised, the attacker will be 
challenged with additional verification prompts.

Deploy Outlook Plug-in to Report
Suspicious Emails
Allowing users to report suspicious emails helps everyone. The more SPAM, malicious, 
and phishing email messages submitted, the better the services become.

              OUTLOOK            x

Search filters applied: 

Report Message

Submit missed phish, spam, and
false positive e-mails to Microsoft. !

We’ve sent you a text with a verification code.

For added security, we need to further verify your account

       +x xxx-xxx-5555

Sign-in
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Define Country and Region Logon 
Restrictions
Limiting IP ranges with Geo-Location can prevent less sophisticated attackers from 
accessing your environment.

Deploy ATP Anti-Phishing Policies
Enabling and defining Microsoft’s Advanced Threat Protection (”ATP”) Anti-Phishing 
Policies can provide protection from commodity and spear phishing attacks. Policies 
can be defined to detect user/domain impersonation.

Deploy ATP Safe Link Policies
ATP Safe Link Policies can scan hyperlinks in emails for malicious content. It can also 
provide tracking for when a link in an email has been clicked which provides valuable 
forensics data.

Deploy ATP Safe Attachment Policies
Most malicious payloads are delivered via attachments contained in emails. With 
attachment policies, attachments will be scanned and tested in a sandbox environ-
ment before being shown to the user.

Country and Region Restrictions
Access Allowed

Access Denied
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Perform a Brute Force Password Attack
Performing a brute force attack on your own environment will simulate what an 
attacker might do. This will help identify users that are using weak or common 
passwords.

Perform a Password Spray Attack
A password spray attack tries to get around a lockout policy by trying to send a single 
password request to multiple users. This test will also help identify users that are 
using weak or common passwords. 
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